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By 2050 the Truth of the GREAT SPIRIT shall be revealed as the Eagle has
landed on the Moon and the White Buffalo Calf Woman has returned. (June 10,
2021)
By 2050 it is this "omen that's bringing a change and a new world. The twentyfirst century that is coming is going to unify all of us." For Native Americans it
will be the fulfillment of their legends, as significant as the Second Coming of
Christ for those with ears in the Age that has Come. (June 10, 2021)
By 2050 more will seek the GREAT SPIRIT of the primordial past than the HOLY
SPIRIT of the eschatological present. (June 10, 2021)
By 2050 Sunshine’s dream of Lalita surrounded by HALF THE SKY will come
true. (June 10, 2021)
June 3, 2021
And Lalita said that a woman’s cycle is just like the phases of the moon, 29.5 days to be exact. That was when I asked:
Why is there a moon? (I doubt Lalita understood that I was not really asking a question but confirming something
modern minds mock, “You can’t be serious?)
And what would that confirmation be? “The moon syncs the scarlet menstrual tides of MOTHER Earth. Period!”
jagbir
(……. to be continued)

June 10, 2021
Last Saturday Sunshine and I went to see Lalita again, a weekly visit to share good company and
simple food; sardine curry and saag with chapattis.
Then we went for the usual walk along the canal on a bright sunny day with happy people having
long strolls and longer picnics.
Sunshine always talks about down-to-earth mom-daughter topics—grandchildren and the joy of
simple living. Moonshine always talks about out-of-this-world pariah dog-Paraclete topics—dusk
descending on the evening empires of patriarchy and tomorrow’s dawn ascending on HALF THE
SKY of THE MOTHER.
Lalita assured me again that she is still seeking answers to her place in the Age that has Come.
And she keeps on burning sacred herbs and meditates on MOTHER Earth, an experience that has
been fulfilling:
“Smudging, or other rites involving the burning of sacred herbs (e.g., white sage) or resins, is
a ceremony practiced by some Indigenous peoples of the Americas. While it bears some resemblance to
other ceremonies and rituals involving smoke (e.g., smoking ceremony, saining) from other world cultures,
notably those for spiritual cleansing or blessing, the purposes and particulars of the ceremonies, and the
substances used, can vary widely between tribes, bands and nations, and even more so between different
world cultures. In traditional communities, Elders maintain the protocols around these ceremonies and
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provide culturally specific guidance. The smudging ceremony, by various names, has been appropriated by
others outside of the Indigenous communities as part of New Age or commercial practices.”
I too was looking for answers ever since Lalita told me last year she had difficulty understanding
the message of the Paraclete and Jesus on HALF THE SKY. (It was not making sense to me and
since I have surrendered all to the Vast Mind, waited for an answer. It has taken almost a year.)
In the evening when I return I meditated.
The Age that has Come is for those who believe in religions, their prophets, their holy scriptures. In a
nutshell; churches, mosques, synagogues, gurdwaras and temples.
But what about those who have no reason or need of scriptures for salvation, moksa,
enlightenment? What if salvation, moksa, enlightenment continues to elude the faithful despite
centuries of prayers, pilgrimages and prostrations before their favorite Saviors like Jesus or Krishna
or Nanak or Buddha or Muhammad?
What if Native Americans and indigenous pagans neither have desire any savior, nor any
scripture? What if indigenous people of North and South America do not have the sophistication
to attend classes—Standard One: The Resurrection and Standard Two: Quantum Mechanics and
Standard Three: ……., Standard Four: ……? What if they cannot access the collective
subconscious data of the GREAT SPIRIT because of the cultural genocide of the Marlboro
marauders? What if they can in the future if given evidence that the Eagle has landed on the
moon and the White Buffalo Calf Woman has returned? What if that could be the new normal for
Native Americans by 2050?
I have told Lalita bluntly that outside THE MOTHER and the message of Jesus and the Paraclete she
will not find purpose in life, neither for herself nor humanity.
So, what point am I trying to make?
It is that by 2050 many non-religious people will rather seek the GREAT SPIRIT of the primordial past
than the HOLY SPIRIT of the eschatological present.
The GREAT SPIRIT of no religion, Universe, Quantum, Observer, Consciousness, Your-SELF will be
enthusiastically sought by those who do not want to believe in the Bible, Quran, Torah, Vedas,
Granth Sahib, Tipitaka; or Christianity, Islam, Judaism, Hinduism, Sikhism, Buddhism; or Jesus,
Muhammad, Moses, Krishna, Guru Nanak, Buddha.
The GREAT MOTHER is for those seeking beyond anything written, remembered, known; the time
when MOTHER Earth was pregnant with primordial life. What if humanity can finally access the
collective subconscious data of the GREAT SPIRIT of the indigenous people?
With that, HALF THE SKY has the choice of offering two paths by 2050, one for the eschatological
fulfillment of religious believers, the other for the deepest depth of indigenous spirituality …….. the
primordial origins of all life.
The first path is already being forged as we speak by those who know HER through the message of
the Paraclete. The second path can only be forged by someone who met the GREAT SPIRIT and
Sunshine’s dream of Lalita surrounded by HALF THE SKY will also come true by 2050.
“On August 20, 1994, a white buffalo calf called Miracle was born on a farm in Janesville, Wisconsin. She is
believed to be the first white buffalo calf born since 1933. It is important to note that Miracle was a very rare
white buffalo and not to be mistaken with an albino buffalo. To the American Indians, the birth of Miracle
was the fulfillment of their legends, as if the Great Spirit wished to bring hope and peace to all nations and
people.”
"When White Buffalo Calf Woman promised to return again, she made some prophecies at that time. One of
those prophesies was that the birth of a white buffalo calf would be a sign that it would be near the time
when she would return again to purify the world. What she meant by that was that she would bring back
harmony again and balance, spiritually. No matter what happens to Miracle in the coming months and
years, Joseph Chasing Horse says the birth is a sign from the Great Spirit and the ensuing age of harmony
and balance it represents cannot be revoked.” Joseph Chasing Horse
"In the legends of Native Americans, the birth of a white buffalo calf is an omen of universal significance.
The Cheyenne, Sioux, and other Plains tribes believe that a White Buffalo Calf Woman once brought a
sacred peace pipe to the world. Her return, they say, would signal a time of unity and goodness among
people of all nations and colors.
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The odds are against it. At their peak, the American bison, or buffalo, numbered about 80 million, and the
chances of a white, non-albino, buffalo being born were about one in 10 million. Today, there are only about
130,000 buffalo.
Still, on August 20, 1994 a white buffalo calf was born on a farm in Janesville, Wisconsin. For Native
Americans it was the fulfillment of their legends, as significant as the Second Coming of Christ.
Their legends also say the buffalo would change color four times in its lifetime. By the time it was a year old,
the buffalo calf, named Miracle, had already changed once.
Floyd Hand, a Sioux medicine man from Pine Ridge, South Dakota, said the birth would affect all human
beings, not just Native Americans. "It's an omen that's bringing a change and a new world. The twenty-first
century that is coming is going to unify all of us.”
http://adishakti.org/prophecies/23_white_buffalo_calf_woman_has_returned.htm
That was in 1994. Another female white buffalo was born last year, 2020:
“Blair Gopher, member of the Blackfeet and Ojibwe tribes and pipe server at the ceremony, said a white
buffalo is symbolic of a message from the Creator, or Great Spirit….
"We are thankful to the Creator for sending the calf. It's seen as a warning and a blessing," he said….
"It's really beyond words. It's just amazing," he said. "It was a spiritual awakening to see her."
Because the buffalo calf is female, many who attended the ceremony said her birth is a sign that more
women should hold positions of power.
"Our women have been abused, and we need to pray for better leadership in this country," said Blair
Gopher. "Women will lead, and we must respect them." ”
https://www.greatfallstribune.com/story/news/2020/09/07/tribal-members-montana-celebrate-rare-whitebuffalo-calf-spiritual-significance/5685919002/
HALF THE SKY will lead by 2050, and we must respect them. Their rise is irreversible.
jagbir
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